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Parametric analysis of a coupled photovoltaic/thermal concentrating solar
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The analysis of the combined efficiencies in a coupled photovoltaic �PV�/thermal concentrating
solar collector are presented based on a coupled electrical/thermal model. The calculations take into
account the drop in efficiency that accompanies the operation of PV cells at elevated temperatures
along with a detailed analysis of the thermal system including losses. An iterative numerical scheme
is described that involves a coupled electrothermal simulation of the solar energy conversion
process. In the proposed configuration losses in the PV cell due to reduced efficiencies at elevated
temperatures and the incident solar energy below the PV bandgap are both harnessed as heat. This
thermal energy is then used to drive a thermodynamic power cycle. The simulations show that it is
possible to optimize the overall efficiency of the system by variation in key factors such as the solar
concentration factor, the band gap of the PV material, and the system thermal design configuration,
leading to a maximum combined efficiency of �32.3% for solar concentrations between 10–50 and
a band-gap around 1.5–2.0 eV. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3514590�

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of enhancing the overall efficiency or
utility of solar energy collection by creating a hybrid photo-
voltaic �PV�/thermal solar collector has been investigated by
many authors1–8 both analytically and numerically. However,
most of the work in this area is at relatively low tempera-
tures, with little or no solar concentration, in order to avoid
the drops in efficiency associated with operation of PV cells
at elevated temperatures.3,9 In fact, the temperature-
dependent efficiency drop has led to a significant amount of
work dedicated to proper cooling of concentrated PV cells.10

Furthermore the systems setting the record levels of cell ef-
ficiency under concentration are achieved with complex and
expensive multi-junction tandem cells.11 Some theoretical
analyses of higher temperature hybrid collectors at high solar
concentration factors have been reported in the literature3–7

and there is also an experimental report of such a system
operating at 65 °C.8 Additionally the large amount of re-
search into heat engines, particularly organic Rankine cycles,
that utilize low temperature or waste heat energy sources12,13

presents a renewed opportunity into analyzing such a con-
centrated hybrid system.

This work extends the concept of a hybrid PV/thermal
system at high concentration ratios and temperatures by cre-
ating a coupled electrothermal model of the entire system.
The goal is to optimize the overall efficiency of the system
by examining the interplay of the PV efficiency with the
solar thermal collector’s operating parameters. We also take
into account the dependence of the overall efficiency on the
band-gap of the PV material to identify possible candidates
for the hybrid system from the wide range of PV materials
reported in the literature,14 limited in this study to single-

junction cells. This model goes beyond previous models by
utilizing the detailed PV-temperature relationships developed
in Refs. 15–17 applied to a concentrating system and cou-
pling that to a detailed heat transfer model. Previous work
has either utilized a simplified PV-temperature relationship
or a simplified thermal model, not a combination of two
coupled, relatively detailed, models. Additionally, a paramet-
ric approach is taken to understand the complex dynamics of
the main design variables: concentration ratio, cell band-gap,
and mass flow rate.

II. MODELING

A. Electrical model

The efficiency of the PV cell at a given temperature is
calculated using a formulation presented in Refs. 15 and 16.
This model is also similar to what was developed as part of
the JOULE project PV-Hybrid-PAS as presented in Ref. 17,
the main difference being the inclusion of concentrated solar
irradiance and coupling to a detailed heat transfer model. The
dark saturation current J00 in the cell is given as

J00 = K�T3/n exp� − Eg

mkBT
� , �1�

where K�, m, and n are empirical parameters, T the tempera-
ture, Eg the band-gap energy, and kB the Boltzmann constant.
The short-circuit current Jsc can be computed as16

Jsc = 	
280

�g

eF���d� , �2�

where �g is the wavelength of solar radiation corresponding
to the band-gap of the PV material, e the electron charge, and
F the photon flux. The open-circuit voltage Voc is then cal-
culated as:a�Electronic mail: todd.otanicar@lmu.edu.
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Voc =
AkBT

e
ln�CJsc

J00
+ 1� , �3�

where A is the diode factor and C the concentration ratio.
The fill-factor FF is given by:

FF =
Vm

Voc
1 −

exp� eVm

kBT
� − 1

exp� eVoc

kBT
� − 1� . �4�

Vm is the voltage at the maximum power point of the I-V
curve and is obtained from the relationship:

exp� eVm

kBT
��1 +

eVm

kBT
� =

CJsc

J00
+ 1. �5�

The final PV efficiency �PV is then calculated as

�PV =
VocJscFF

CGA
, �6�

where G is the solar irradiance and A is the system area.
What is important to note is the dependence of �PV on tem-
perature. This requires an accurate thermal model to deter-
mine the cell temperature needed in Eqs. �1� and �3�–�5�.

B. Thermal model

In order to perform the thermal analysis a starting con-
figuration for the collector must be assumed. For this model
the collector design outlined in Fig. 1 was assumed. The first
step in the solution procedure is to derive a set of equations
representing the thermal energy balance for each surface:18

�sys�PV�1 − �PV�CG = qins + qglass,1, �7�

qglass,1 = qHTF,in + qr,1−2, �8�

qHTF,in + �g3�g2�HTFCG + �HTFqr,1−2 = qHTF,out + qHTF,

�9�

qHTF,out + �1 − �HTF�qr,1−2 = qglass,2, �10�

qglass,2 = qr,2−3 + qc,2−3, �11�

qr,2−3 + qc,2−3 = qglass,3, �12�

qglass,3 = qr,amb + qc,amb, �13�

where �sys is the transmittance of the combined glass-fluid
system, q the heat transfer rate per unit area where subscripts
r and c are radiation and convection, respectively, �HTF is the
solar-weighted absorptance of the heat transfer fluid �HTF�,

FIG. 1. �Color online� PV/thermal hybrid collector
schematic for thermal modeling.
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�PV is the absorptance of the PV cell, and �g is the transmit-
tance of the glass.19–23

This results in seven equations for the energy balance
and seven unknown temperatures within the system. As can
be seen with Eq. �7� the overall energy balance relies on the
PV efficiency requiring a coupled iterative approach with the
PV modeling equations �Eqs. �1�–�6��. Currently the model
does not include the first-order reflection from the PV cell
and glass surface 1 that would eventually be absorbed in the
system. Future modeling efforts would include these more
complex terms in the thermal model, although it is not ex-
pected to have a noticeable impact on the results. To start the
thermal model iterations it helps to select initial values for all
the temperatures; this is chosen initially with TPV being the
greatest temperature and all temperatures being at least equal
to the ambient temperature.

As can be seen, the energy balances are not explicitly
related to the temperatures defined in Fig. 1. To complete the
thermal model an expansive set of heat transfer equations is
necessary to find a solution18 and can be found in the supple-
mental information in Ref. 24. To determine the thermal ef-
ficiency �th �not the overall efficiency� the following rela-
tionship is used:

�th =
ṁcp�Tout − Tin�

CGA
, �14�

where Tout is the HTF outlet temperature, Tin the HTF inlet
temperature, and ṁ the mass flow rate. The overall efficiency
of the hybrid PV/thermal system �0 is defined as:

�0 = �PV + �thK�1 −
Tamb

Tout
� , �15�

where Tamb is the ambient temperature and K is the fraction
of thermal energy converted to electrical output. This defini-
tion of overall efficiency provides a measure of the useful
electrical power that is finally obtained. It is assumed that the
fraction of the thermal energy that is converted into electrical
output is a fraction, K, of the Carnot efficiency where the
ideal Carnot cycle operates between the peak temperature of
the fluid at the exit of the concentrating solar collector and
the ambient temperature. The value of K is assumed to be 0.5
in all the following calculations following previous studies5

as it is representative of state-of-the-art thermal-electric con-
version schemes. A detailed analysis of such systems is be-
yond the scope of this paper. Note that K is equivalent to
what is normally called the “second-law efficiency.”

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The coupled electrothermal model described above was
solved using an Excel-based solver routine that performed
iterations between the electrical and thermal equations. We
selected the following values for the empirical parameters in
this calculation following the discussion in Refs. 15 and 16:
K�=0.05, m=1.02, n=0.98, and A=1. Additional parameters
required by the model are detailed in Table I. Using these
values, we found good agreement with PV cell efficiencies
reported in the literature. For example, at 25 °C and no solar
concentration, our model predicts PV efficiencies of 24.25%

and 26.53% for Si and GaAs cells, respectively. This is com-
parable to the values reported in the literature of 24.7�0.5%
for Si and 25.1�0.8% for GaAs.25 We compared this mod-
el’s predictions with the measured values from Ref. 8 which
reported a drop in efficiency of �3.2% in a Si cell when
elevated to 65 °C. Our model predicts a similar decrease
��3.7%� for Si in going from 25 to 65 °C. For the variation
with the solar concentration factor, we calculated the effi-
ciency of a Si cell to be 29.27% at 96 suns and 25 °C. This
is comparable to the value of 26.8�0.8% reported in Ref. 25
for the same conditions. All these calculations were per-
formed using the direct+circumsolar AM1.5 spectrum values
obtained from Refs. 26.

The overall variation in the PV efficiency in the coupled
model with the band-gap and solar concentration factor is
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 demonstrates the rapid decrease in
the PV cell efficiency as the PV cell temperature increases
under increasing levels of concentration. It is to be noted that
the PV efficiency was calculated at the mean temperature,
not the peak, as there is a temperature gradient along the
direction of flow. This nonuniformity in temperature can lead
to a reduction in the PV current as has been discussed in the
literature.25 We do not take this effect into account in our
model currently. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the PV efficiency
peaks around a band gap of 1.5–2 eV and that there is a
gradual reduction and shift to higher band-gaps as the solar
concentration factor is increased. This is expected as the PV
temperature also increases with the increase in the solar con-
centration as seen from Fig. 3. Interestingly in Fig. 3 the
efficiency curve for band-gap 1.5 eV drops below that of 2.5
eV demonstrating the necessity for large parameter sweeps
and optimizations depending on concentration ratios, materi-
als and system geometry.

The thermal efficiency variation is shown in Fig. 4. The
thermal efficiency shows a dip at the intermediate band-gaps
corresponding to the high PV efficiency region. This demon-
strates the coupled nature of the problem as increased ab-
sorption in the PV cell necessarily reduces the fraction of
energy that can be absorbed thermally. Also, there is a reduc-
tion in thermal efficiency as the solar concentration increases
even though the peak HTF temperature goes up due to the
increased radiative losses at the higher temperatures.

The overall efficiency calculated from Eq. �15� is plotted
in Fig. 5. It is seen that the overall efficiency reaches a maxi-
mum over a region that roughly corresponds to solar concen-
trations between 10–50 and a band-gap around 1.5–2.0 eV.

TABLE I. Thermal properties used in modeling.

Property Value Refs.

Solar flux 1000 W /m2 19
PV absorbance �solar band� 0.8 20
Glass transmittance �solar band� 0.9 20
Glass emittance �thermal band� 0.9 20
HTF absorbance �solar band� 0.021 21
HTF thermal conductivity 0.085 W/m K 22
HTF specific heat 2478 J/kg K 22
Glass thermal conductivity 0.8 W/m K 23
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FIG. 2. �Color online� PV efficiency variation with band-gap and solar concentration �ṁ=0.05 kg /s�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� PV cell peak temperature �in degree Celsius� at the exit of the collector �ṁ=0.05 kg /s�.
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The maximum efficiency value that we have calculated, at a
mass flow rate of 0.05 kg/s, is �30.3% with the PV contrib-
uting about 24% �in absolute terms� at this point. The mean
PV temperature in this regime is �100 °C. The thermal ef-
ficiencies can definitely go up with better control over the
thermal losses which are a function of the thermal design.
The peak fluid temperature is about 250 °C which opens up

the potential for operating at much lower temperatures than
conventional concentrating solar power collectors, typically
between 350 and 750 °C depending on the configuration27,28

that would bring significant cost benefits for the thermal-
electric conversion scheme. Figure 6 presents the ratio of the
PV efficiency ��PV� to the overall efficiency ��0�. For the
configuration studied in this paper, the PV contributes most

FIG. 4. �Color online� Thermal efficiency variation with band-gap and solar concentration factor �ṁ=0.05 kg /s�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Overall efficiency variation with band-gap and solar concentration �ṁ=0.05 kg /s�.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Fraction of overall efficiency contributed by the PV cell �ṁ=0.05 kg /s�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Mass flow rate effects on PV �solid�, thermal �dashed-dotted�, and Carnot �dashed� efficiency for a selected band-gap of 1.42 eV.
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of the efficiency at low concentration ratios with a significant
falloff as the ratio is increased. The contributions from the
thermal system versus the PV cell are also highly dependent
on the choice of mass flow rate.

To demonstrate the complex impact of the mass flow rate
on the operating efficiency of the modeled system the results
of the PV, thermal, and Carnot efficiency for a PV cell with
band-gap of 1.42 eV under different flow rate and concentra-
tion factors is shown in Fig. 7. The impact of mass flow rate
to the PV efficiency is greatest at the largest concentration
ratios due to the strong dependence on PV cell temperature
and mass flow rate. Similarly increased mass flow rate has an
initial rapid increase on the thermal efficiency which asymp-
totically levels off at the higher levels of flow rate. The rapid
increase and asymptotic leveling can be attributed to the
competing terms in Eq. �14�, the mass flow rate and HTF
inlet-to-outlet temperature difference. The variation in Car-
not efficiency demonstrates the impact the mass flow rate has
on the outlet HT temperature, decreases as the mass flow rate
increases, as well as the demonstration that at higher concen-
tration factors this temperature decrease is affected less by
increasing mass flow rate.

All of these impacts combine to affect the peak overall
efficiency calculated for a given mass flow rate with band-
gap and concentration ratio still varying as shown in Fig. 8.
It should be noted that plot shows the maximum overall ef-
ficiency, along with the corresponding PV, thermal, and Car-

not efficiencies at the maximum overall efficiency point,
across the range of band-gaps and concentration ratios con-
sidered. As seen in Fig. 8 there is a rapid increase in overall
efficiency with mass flow rate until a maximum value at a
mass flow rate of 0.01 kg/s followed by a slow decrease in
overall efficiency. A couple of interesting results are demon-
strated within this figure: the optimal overall system does not
continually increase with flow rate, and since the PV, ther-
mal, and Carnot efficiencies corresponding to the point of
maximum overall efficiency are plotted �not the maximum
efficiency values for each parameter� it can be seen that the
maximum overall efficiency is simply not just a case of
maximizing one system but balancing both systems. These
dynamic effects lead to a challenging optimization problem
since the combined effects vary across band-gap, concentra-
tion ratio, and mass flow rate. For instance the low mass flow
rate conditions produce optimal overall efficiencies at low
concentration levels while increased mass flow rate leads to
an optimal overall efficiency at higher concentrations. These
results also demonstrate the complex nature of determining
the peak overall efficiency and the need for a coupled model
that can quickly search across a large design space as dem-
onstrated here.

From the materials viewpoint, there have been reports in
the literature recently looking at PV materials from the
standpoint of availability and extraction cost as well as effi-
ciency and thus identifying materials that may have signifi-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Impact of mass flow rate on the maximum overall efficiency, and corresponding thermal, Carnot, and PV efficiency observed in the
design space.
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cant potential. Out of the materials highlighted in Ref. 14,
three potential candidates—Zn3P2, CuO, and Cu2O—stand
out as being suitable for a hybrid PV/thermal collector oper-
ating at high temperatures. These materials have bandgaps of
1.55 eV, 1.3 eV, and 2.0 eV, respectively,29,30 which fall in
the regime of interest according to the results shown in Fig.
6. Thus, looking at materials other than the conventional
GaAs and Si cells may prove to be valuable for this particu-
lar application and may provide a highly cost-effective solu-
tion.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have created a coupled electrothermal model of a
hybrid PV/thermal concentrating solar collector that enables
a detailed analysis of the interaction between the
temperature-dependent PV efficiency and the design param-
eters of the thermal collector. The preliminary results suggest
that this hybrid system can achieve competitive efficiency
values through careful thermal design and selection of PV
materials. Additionally the system operates with a very
simple PV configuration compared to other concentrating PV
systems. Based on the results significant opportunities for
further efficiency enhancements exist through different ther-
mal design configurations which can lessen the thermal cou-
pling between the PV cell and thermal working fluid. One
approach to this is to change the absorptivity of the HTF,
resulting in an increase in the thermal fluid temperature
while reducing the PV cell temperature. This is an optimiza-
tion exercise that will be carried out in the future as this
coupled electrothermal model is extended.
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